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THE  
JUDGES

GradVenture is the pitching competition for budding 
entrepreneurs from the University of London. 

It aims to inspire entrepreneurship and encourage students and 
graduates to start their own businesses, as well as introducing them 
to networking opportunities beyond the colleges they study at.

Seven finalists from different Member Institutions within the 
University of London will pitch their business ideas to four judges. 
At stake is a share of a £10,000 prize.

CHAIR OF  
GRADVENTURE

Michael Hayman MBE DL 
Co-Founder, Seven Hills,  
Co-Founder, StartUp Britain  
and Honorary Professor of  
the Purpose Economy,  
University of London 
@michaelhayman

Cecil Adjalo
Director of Operations,  
Foundervine, @ceciladjalo

Charlotte Harrington 
Co-CEO, Belu Water

Xenia Angevin
Founder, Res Claritas and  
Digital Careers Coach  
@XeniaAngevin

James Uffindell 
CEO and founder, Bright  
Network, @JamesUffindell



THE FINALISTS

Joey Li & Thuta Khin

A sustainable and social impact brand where every item 
sold helps someone in need.

Leiho

www.leiho.co.uk | @leiho_uk

Vishal Kumar, Liam Donovan,  
& Vikas Kumar

Photogram AI is a computational photography startup 
specialising in AI hardware and software for modern 
photography. We’re building an AI-accelerated 
computational camera for content creators.

Photogram AI

@photogram_ai

Yamin Miah

Bubble mind is a health tech company focusing  
on helping people manage their mental health. 

Bubble mind

www.bubble-mind.co.uk

Kate Mulligan & Supa Chantschool

Rest Space are liberating London Nappers; creating the 
best space to recharge and make getting a nap as easy 
as getting a coffee. We are giving you a better way to 
beat the productivity blues.

[Rest Space]

www.restspaceldn.com

Eleni Sophia

Unlocking the world of publishing for those under the 
age of twenty; ultimately, they are the next generation.

Perspective Press Global

www.perspectivepressglobal.co.uk | @EleniiSophia

Yiran Qin

Nummy app aims to bring people together through 
table-sharing. In a world driven by technology,  
Nummy enables our users to build more meaningful 
relationships through food and conversation.

Nummy

www.nummyapp.com | @nummyapp

Meg Zeenat Wamithi & Damian Zabielski

A digital mental health gym for young adults. Work on 
yourself with a global community, try resources that 
suit your lifestyle, build relationships with your virtual 
MindBuddy or Mental PT and live a mentally healthier 
life, today.

Mind Mapper UK

www.mindmapperuk.com | @mindmapperuk 



Brought to you by:

The University of London is unlike many other 
universities. It consists of 17 independent member 
institutions with outstanding global reputation and 
several prestigious central academic bodies and 
activities. The member institutions are considered 
universities in their own right; they set their own 
entrance criteria for their courses and they offer 
their own services to students. Some now also have 
their own degree awarding powers. All students 
from the member institutions are also University of 
London students, making them part of a community 
of over 170,000 and giving them access to many 
services in London.

The Careers Group is a federal membership 
organisation of the University of London. It 
consists of a range of institutional careers and 
employability services, supported by a small central 
team. The Careers Group has been delivering 
university career services for over 100 years and is 
probably the largest higher education careers and 
employability service in the world. We currently 
have around 250 staff members in a range of roles 
supporting students, recent graduates and early 
career researchers and working in partnership with 
academic colleagues and employers. The Careers 
Group is recognised as a centre of excellence in 
relation to careers and employability support for 
HE students and graduates. All the institutions 
represented at GradVenture are members of the 
Careers Group, University of London.


